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 With no rain coming overnight, it was still a lot cooler and more comfortable on Sunday as the group 
played a Skins match.  Phil started with a beautiful tee shot down the middle of the tenth fairway, Matt and 
Ray to the left side and in the rough.  All three hit good approach shots and had birdie putts, but when 
none could convert the hole was tied with pars and a skin carried over to eleven.  The eleventh was awful 
all around and Ray’s two putt bogey from the top of the green won the hole and two skins.  Pete was on 
the right side of the twelfth fairway, Matt a bit longer and Ray the longest on the left side.  Pete hit the best 
of the approach shots, landing his wedge short of the green and taking advantage of the hard ground, 
stopping just about four feet from the cup.  Ray and Matt were on the green in regulation but farther, and 
neither could sink their birdie putts, leaving Pete the opportunity to win a skin with a birdie, which he 
converted.  Pete was in trouble off the thirteenth tee, Phil in the woods but smartly chipping out.  Ray and 
Matt were in the fairway and both approach shots narrowly missed on the right.  Ray hit a good chip but it 
was above the hole, leaving a tricky downhiller for par.  Matt left a better uphill putt but his par did not win 
the hole when Ray stroked his dead center for his par.  Ray hit a long drive on fourteen, Pete a little shorter 
and both down the fairway to excellent approach distance.  Both players hit what looked like great shots 
from the fairway, but Ray’s rolled well past the pin while Pete came to rest only four feet to the right of the 
cup.  Ray was close but missed his birdie, and Pete rolled in his second birdie of the day to win another 
two skins.  Pete, Ray and Matt all were on the fifteenth green from the tee and after none could make their 
birdie, all settled for par, pushing the skin up the hill to sixteen.  Ray capitalized even though his tee shot 
was in the fairway bunker and he barely got out with a roller.  Matt and Pete’s approach shots found the 
right greenside bunker, Matt somehow buried at the lip even though his ball had bounced in, and Pete 
stopping at the back side of a footprint.  Neither player could save par, and after a stellar approach shot by 
Ray that left him about four or five feet and a successful par putt, Ray won the two skins and regained the 
lead.  That would turn out to be all the skins to be won on this day.  Ray hit a good tee shot on seventeen, 
matched by Matt and both were short of the green with their approaches.  Phil came out of the trees with a 
good recovery, missed the green with his approach but chipped past the cup and made his putt for a net 
par.  Ray and Matt both got up and down for their pars to tie.  The eighteenth hole was also tied, Phil 
recovering from a wayward tee shot with a great second shot toward the green, a chip and putt for his par.  
He was matched by Ray, who took two putts from distance to close out his round of thirty six and ensure 
his victory for the day. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 


